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Raw Tick Data:
Too Much Information
Complex event processing can deliver specifically configured,
enriched and vital information to business-critical applications in
a timely manner.

True high-frequency trading processing

consumes high-message-rate streams of raw
market tick data. However, informative market
state summaries can often offer an alternative to
processing raw market tick data. These enriched
data streams provide vital information to frontand middle-office systems at greatly reduced
message rates.
Increased market-tick-data message rates
should not be confused with increases in the
rate of information transfer. An example of this
dichotomy is found in high quote-to-trade ratios
seen in almost all markets today.
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the need to process massive
amounts of raw market tick
data by these applications
is eliminated.

Information vs. Data

As market-tick-data message rates increase,
front- and middle-office systems are under
mounting pressure to keep pace with the velocity
of trading. These systems are often not designed
for, nor do they need, the full-rate, raw market tick
data stream.

Useful information must be
extracted from raw data. In the
case of market tick data, the
information content per tick
can be low. For example, a
single quote tick provides only
limited information on price
formation or order book depth.

Complex event processing (CEP) technology
delivers specifically configured, enriched information
streams to business-critical applications in a timely
manner. The message rate is greatly reduced, and

Evidence of the low-information
content per message is found in
the high and generally increasing
quote-to-trade ratio in most
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Useful information
must be
extracted from
raw data.
markets. For example, U.S.
equity markets, according to
NYSE Euronext, typically have
a peak quote-to-trade ratio of
3,000 to 5,000. In U.S. options
markets, the Options Price
Reporting Authority (OPRA)
has a peak quote-to-trade ratio
of about 6,000, according to
information provided by Exegy.

with ultra-low latency. To keep pace with this
trading environment, other front- and middleoffice systems and analytics applications must
increase the rate at which they produce results.
Some examples of these front- and middle-office
systems include the following:
n

Descriptive statistics
summarizing the state of the
market are an alternative to
processing high-message-rate
raw market tick data. These
summary statistics can be as
simple as the National Best Bid
and Offer (BBO) or as complex
as an aggregated order book.
Regardless of complexity,
these summary statistics have
high-information content and
a much lower message rate
when compared to raw market
tick data.

Demands on Systems

Some trading systems must
operate on a tick-by-tick basis
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Order management and execution
management systems
Pre- and post-trade analytics
Risk and exposure monitoring systems
Limits monitoring analytics

Many of these applications inherently require
market state summaries, rather than full-rate
raw market tick data. The use of informationenriched streams allows existing business
applications to keep pace with trading. The
enriched data streams are configured to meet
the requirements of each analytical process.
This approach minimizes the effort and cost
required to move these business-critical
systems into the real-time world.

Market Data Enrichment and CEP

Market data enrichment transforms raw
high-message-rate market tick data into
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Market Data Enrichment and CEP
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Data Enrichment Streaming Pipeline: High-volume raw market tick data is on the left.
Enriched streams delivered to consuming applications—the front- and middle-office systems and
analytics applications—are on the right.
low-message-rate, high-information content
streams that are fit for each consuming application.
The CEP platform transforms the high-volume raw
market data into information-rich streams configured
to meet the requirements of the consuming application
in a timely manner. Reference data and other
metadata required for normalizing, transforming
and extracting information from the raw market tick
data supports the CEP platform’s stream processing.
CEP’s flexibility allows the enriched data streams
to be rapidly configured to fit the purpose and
requirements of each application. The applications
receive timely streams of critical market information
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without the need to handle the
high message rates of the raw
market tick data feeds. Message
rate reductions can range from a
ratio of more than 200-to-1 for
open, high, low, close, volume
(OHLCV) bars to more than
1,000-to-1 for order book aggregation on large-cap U.S. equities.
Investors use a range of
analytics methods to extract
information from raw market
data and create enriched
streams, including:
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Investors use
a range of
analytics methods
to extract
information from
raw market data
and create
enriched streams.
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OHLCV bars
Best Bid and Offer
Time Weighted Midpoint Price
Time Weighted Average
Spread
Volume Weighted Average
Price
Depth of book
Aggregated order book

For many front- and middleoffice systems, market data
enrichment provides an
alternative to processing
full-message-rate raw market
tick data. CEP technology
provides a convenient, flexible
and high-performance
platform for market data
enrichment. The CEP platform
delivers enriched streams of
timely information configured
for each front- and middleoffice system. n
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